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Abstract

A proposed graphene integrated semiconductor radiation
sensor takes advantage of the electric field effect in graphene by
measuring the change in resistance as a function of radiation
exposure to the semiconductor substrate. The realisation of
such radiation detectors requires that the controlled growth
of graphene on wafer scale is possible. A possible production
method is iron-mediated epitaxial graphene growth on silicon
carbide (SiC) surfaces, where thin graphitic films can be synthe-
sised by annealing. This technique has already been shown to
lower the graphitisation temperature from around 1300° C to
600° C, whilst producing a FeSi interlayer as a by-product. A
requirement for the operation of the aforementioned radiation
sensor is that the graphene sheet is separated from the substrate
by an insulator.

In this thesis, the FeSi interlayer was studied by growing
epitaxial graphene from a Fe-treated SiC substrate, and tracking
the evolution of the iron layer during annealing. The temper-
ature at which the graphene and FeSi formation begins, and
the quality of crystal structure as well as the properties of the
resulting FeSi was studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), low-energy electron diffraction and microscopy (LEED
and LEEM) and photoelectron diffraction (PED). The FeSi and
thus graphene formation was found to begin at a temperature
close to 390° C, which is a good improvement over graphene for-
mation from a bare SiC surface, which occurs at around 1300°C.
Moreover, the FeSi interlayer was found to take on a crystal
structure commensurate to the SiC, thereby providing good
conditions for high quality graphene formation on the surface.
Last, the FeSi was found to be insulating, thus fulfilling the
requirement for a working radiation sensor.
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Sammendrag

En ny type strålingsdetektor som utnytter den elektriske
felteffekten i grafén er foreslått. Realiseringen av en slik detek-
tor forutsetter at produksjon av grafén i stor skala gjennomfør-
bart. Tidligere har det blitt vist at ved å varme opp silisiumkar-
bid (SiC) til ca. 1300° C vil det dannes grafén på SiC-overflaten.
Temperaturen der grafénet dannes kan senkes drastisk ved å
dekke SiC-substratet med et tynt jernsjikt. Grafénet dannes da
ved rundt 600° C på overflaten, og jernatomene binder opp sili-
siumatomer og danner FeSi, som blir sittende imellom substra-
tet og grafénet. Den lavere temperaturen er mye mer tilgjengelig
når en skal produsere grafén. Dersom FeSi-sjiktet er en elektrisk
isolator, kan det brukes i den nevnte detektoren.

Derfor har vi i denne masteroppgaven undersøkt FeSi-sjiktet
som dannes når en fremstiller epitaktisk grafén ved å utgløde
jernbehandlet SiC. Vi har sett på hvilken temperatur graféndan-
nelsen (og dermed FeSi-dannelsen) starter, i tillegg til krystalli-
niteten og ledningsegenskapene til FeSi, ved å benytte røntgen-
elektronspektroskopi, lavenergi-elektrondiffraksjon, lavenergi-
electronmikroskopi samt fotoelektrondiffraksjon.

I eksperimentene ble begynnelsen av FeSi- og graféndan-
nelsen observert ved rundt 390° C, noe som er mye lavere enn
det som tidligere er observert ved rene SiC-overflater, der re-
aksjonen skjer rundt 1300° C. I tillegg fikk FeSi-sjiktet en krys-
tallstruktur tilsvarende SiC-substratet under utglødingen, noe
som er en forutsetning for at grafénet som dannes på overflaten
skal få en krystallstruktur av høy kvalitet. Det ble til slutt vist
at FeSi-sjiktet er isolerende, slik at forutsetningen for å lage en
fungerende strålingsdetektor er oppfylt.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
Graphene is a two-dimensional material composed of carbon atoms
in a flat, hexagonal lattice structure. Since it was successfully isolated
by Geim and Novoselov in 2004 [11], for which they were awarded
the Nobel prize, graphene has seen an explosion in research inter-
est and has revealed itself to have a great potential in technological
applications [22]. Graphene has a range of unique properties result-
ing from its two-dimensional structure. It has a high mechanical
strength [33], a high thermal conductivity [44] and a very high charge
carrier mobility [55]. Arguably one of the most important properties
of graphene is the unique electronic band structure. Graphene has a
linear energy-momentum dispersion around the corners of the hexag-
onal Brillouin zone, which are also known as the K-points [66]. The
top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band meet
at the K-points, making graphene semimetallic. Moreover, due to the
linear energy-momentum dispersion relationship, the charge carriers
obey the Dirac equation for massless fermions, which means that they
have an effective mass of zero at the K-points [77, 88]. For this reason,
the K-points are also referred to as the Dirac points.

Graphene has a remarkably high charge carrier mobility at room
temperature [22]. The electric conductivity in graphene is very sen-
sitive to local electric fields due to a high difference in the carrier
density at the Fermi level, see Figure 1.11.1. The position of the Fermi
level can be shifted due to the electric field effect, effectively doping
the graphene and increasing the carrier density and therefore the
conductivity [11]. This sensitivity to electric fields could be used in
devices for radiation sensing. A novel concept of graphene integrated
semiconductor radiation detectors has been proposed which takes
advantage of the rapid response of the conductivity to electric field
variations [99]. A schematic view of such a detector can be seen in
Figure 1.21.2. When a semiconductor substrate is exposed to ionising
radiation, electron-hole pairs are produced that can migrate within
the semiconductor. The electrons (or holes) are migrated towards
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Figure 1.1: The conical band structure of graphene around the Dirac points
(top) and the associated constant energy slices (bottom). The valence band is
shown in red, and the conduction band is shown in blue. a) The Fermi level
crosses exactly the Dirac points in neutral graphene, and the density of states
(DOS) is very low, as indicated in the Fermi surface plot. b) n-type doped
graphene displaying a shift in the band structure, leading to an increased
carrier density.

the graphene sheet, which is separated from the semiconductor by a
thin insulator. When the electrons are at the semiconductor-insulator
interface, the electric field generated by the electrons shift the elec-
tronic band structure by an amount that depends on the strength
of the electric field, and thus the number of electron-hole pairs that
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was generated by the radiation (Figure 1.11.1). The band structure shift
changes the charge carrier density in the graphene, which is detected
by measuring the resistivity of the graphene. Simulations have shown
that graphene integrated on the semiconductor surface is sensitive
enough to detect the electric fields generated by an electron-hole
pair created by a single photon interaction [99]. Primitive tests of this
concept have shown good performance with visible light and soft
x-rays [1010, 1111]. If the device structure and operation is optimised, one
may reach unprecedented performance in terms of speed, resolution,
sensitivity, etc.

Figure 1.2: Proposed graphene field effect transistor (GFET) device. A semi-
conductor substrate is irradiated by ionising radiation, producing electron-
hole pairs whose electric fields create a doping effect in the graphene which
affects the resistivity. The four probes on the graphene surface are used
to make resistivity measurements, allowing for change in resistance as a
function of radiation exposure to be measured.

An important aspect of the realisation of such sensors is the manu-
facturing phase. In order to make it viable on the commercial market,
an important requirement is that it is possible to produce high quality
graphene sheets on a wafer scale. A promising technique is the epi-
taxial growth on silicon carbide (SiC) or diamond substrates, where
ultrathin graphitic films can be synthesised by high-temperature an-
nealing of the substrates [1212, 1313]. Diamond wafers can be grown by
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chemical vapour deposition, and is getting cheaper [1414]. It has been
shown that the temperature at which graphene is formed can be low-
ered by a significant amount by coating the surface of the substrate
with a thin layer of iron prior to annealing [1515, 1616]. In the case of SiC,
the iron catalyst lowers the graphitisation temperature from ~1300°
to ~600° C, whilst a FeSi interlayer is produced as a by-product [1515].
SiC is a commercially available, wide-bandgap semiconductor which
is very suitable for operation in high temperatures. Furthermore, SiC
is chemically inert, which allows for operation in dangerous environ-
ments like high energy radiation areas [1717]. Diamond is also very
suitable for these environments, and whilst other semiconducting
substrates with different properties may be used depending on what
environment it will operate in or what type of radiation it will detect.

The aim of this project is to learn more about the FeSi interlayer
during Fe-mediated graphene growth on SiC. Currently, the method is
well understood in terms of the final graphene quality and electronic
band structure, however there is a need to further study the SiC-FeSi-
Cgraphene system if this method is to be used to create the aforemen-
tioned devices. A requirement for the operation of the devices is
that the FeSi is sufficiently insulating to stop the charge carriers from
entering the graphene sheet. Moreover, other iron-based compounds
may be formed, for instance FeSi2, Fe3C [1818].

To study the FeSi interlayer, photoemission techniques will be
used, including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for chemical
information, photoelectron diffraction (PED) to measure the elec-
tronic structure of graphene, and low-energy electron diffraction and
microscopy (LEED and LEEM) for structural and topographical anal-
ysis with high lateral resolution.
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2 Experimental techniques
This chapter gives an introduction to the experimental techniques
employed in this project. It should supply all the necessary base
knowledge required to justify and understand the results of the ex-
periments. The techniques discussed here are X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), photoelectron diffraction (PED), low-energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED) and low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM).

2.1 Principles of photoemission spectroscopy
Photoemission spectroscopy takes advantage of the photoelectric ef-
fect. When electromagnetic waves (typically X-rays) irradiate a ma-
terial, they will interact with the electrons in the bulk of the sample.
If the photons have energies greater than the sample work function,
then electrons can be emitted into vacuum. In the most simple pic-
ture, the process can be described in terms of three steps [1919]: the
electron is excited to a higher energy state by the photon; the electron
travels trough the crystal towards the surface; the electron escapes
into vacuum. Photoelectrons usually have a mean-free path length of
only a few nanometres within the sample, meaning that most of the
photoelectrons that are detected originate from the atomic layers close
to the surface, although photoelectrons from deeper in the sample
may escape into vacuum if they undergo multiple inelastic scatterings
[2020].

In an XPS experiment, the sample is irradiated by X-rays which
excite electrons such that they escape the sample into vacuum. The
intensity of the emitted photoelectrons is measured as a function
of kinetic energy. The kinetic energy (EK ) of the photoelectron is
dependent on the incident photon energy (hν, h and ν being Planck’s
constant and the frequency, respectively), the binding energy (EB) of
the electron, and the characteristic work function (ΦS ) of the solid.
The intensity (I(E)) is in turn dependent on the density of states (DOS)
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of the electrons in the sample. Thus, in an XPS experiment, we gain
information about the elements that are present in the sample as well
as the chemical environment.

The relationship between EK and hν is, due to conservation of
energy [2121],

EK = hν −EB −ΦS . (2.1)

This simple relationship can be readily seen in in Figure 2.12.1. In
the Figure, the photon energy hν relates the binding energy to the
kinetic energy of the electrons that are measured by the analyser. It
is common to plot the intensity against the binding energy rather
than kinetic energy. In reality, most of the photoelectrons undergo
inelastic scattering with other particles within the crystal, leading to
a secondary electron tail with low kinetic energy [2020], which is not
reflected in the Figure.

Figure 2.1: Energy diagram of the X-ray photoemission process. Electrons
with a binding energy EB are excited by X-rays with hν > EB +ΦA, and the
intensity I(EK ) is measured by the analyser. The photoelectron distribution
is an image of the occupied DOS in the sample, to first order [2020, 2222].
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The analyser has its own work function ΦA. An electrical connec-
tion is made between the sample and the analyser, which aligns the
Fermi levels. This causes the measured kinetic energy to be offset by
ΦS −ΦA, so the kinetic energy that is actually measured is given by
[2020]

EK = hν −EB −ΦS + (ΦS −ΦA)

= hν −EB −ΦA. (2.2)

2.1.1 Features and interpretation of XPS spectra
There is a lot more to XPS than what is shown in Figure 2.12.1. Solids,
being many-particle systems, affect the measured spectrum in a num-
ber of ways due to photoelectrons interacting within the solid and
re-equilibration of the electronic states of the material. In addition,
X-ray sources such as anode-based X-ray guns may give rise to satellite
peaks due to the non-monochromatic nature of the generated X-rays
(discussed in Chapter 33).

A survey spectrum (also called a widescan) of a clean SiC sample
can be seen in Figure 2.22.2. The primary (and most obvious) features in
the spectrum are the well-defined peaks arising from core-level elec-
trons that escaped into vacuum without interacting with the crystal.
The intensity of the core-level peaks depends on the photoionisation
cross-section (the total probability of ionisation for a given photon en-
ergy) [2323]. Each peak will always have a tail at lower kinetic energies
due to photoelectrons that suffered energy losses in inelastic scatter-
ing events [2424]. Plasmon loss peaks can occur when the photoelectron
interacts with other electrons in the solid, giving rise to quantised
oscillations in the valence states [2222].

Auger peaks occur due to the Auger mechanism where the inner-
shell vacancy left by the ejected photoelectron is filled by an electron
from a higher orbital, ejecting a secondary electron in the process
[2525]. The kinetic energy of the Auger electron is independent of the
photon energy used in the experiment, and it is characteristic of the
emitting element. Thus, the Auger peaks will appear at different
binding energies if the X-ray energy is changed. The Auger peaks can
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Figure 2.2: Mg Kα survey spectrum (widescan) of a SiC sample, with a Fe
overlayer. Carbon and silicon core levels are clearly visible along with the
plasmon loss peaks and satellites. In the Fe 2p core-level, a clear spin-orbit
splitting is apparent. Fe LMM Auger peaks appear around 600 eV when
using Mg Kα X-rays.

be used to confirm the presence of an element present in a sample in
conjunction with the core-level peaks.

Spin-orbit splitting is a relativistic effect that is most prominent
in heavier elements, and is caused by the interaction between the spin
of an electron with its motion around the atomic nucleus. This effect
splits the associated orbital energy in two, and produces two peaks in
an XPS spectrum with an area ratio that depends on the number of
electrons in each degenerate level [2020].

2.1.2 Quantification and characterisation
There are several things that will broaden the peaks and limit the
resolution of the technique. The X-ray source does not output a
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perfectly monochromatic photon beam. Rather, it will have a Gaussian
or Lorentzian distribution depending on the type of X-ray source [2020].
Furthermore, photoelectrons will display an intrinsic Lorentzian line-
shape which arises due to the core-hole lifetime, as well as thermal
broadening due to atomic vibrations in the sample [2626].

For a semiconductor a Voigt profile is commonly used to fit the
core-level peaks. The Voigt line-shape is a convolution between the
Gaussian and Lorentzian functions [2020]. In a metal, the picture is a
bit different. The photoelectron has to travel through a densely pop-
ulated valence band, and can easily lose energy through Coulombic
interaction with valence electrons in the metal, producing a strong
asymmetry in the core-level peak. To fit this type of spectrum, a
Doniach-Sunjic line shape is used, which takes the metallic nature of
the sample into account in the model [2727]. The degree of asymmetry
gives information about the metallicity of the sample.

The intensity of the peaks depend on the photoionisation cross-
section of the given orbital electron as well as the quantity of atoms
present close to surface. The photons penetrate quite deep into the
sample, however the photoelectrons has a very short attenuation
length in comparison, so only the electrons closest to the surface will
escape the sample. The intensity I of measured photoelectrons is
attenuated according to

I = I0e
−d/λ, (2.3)

where I0 is the non-attenuated intensity, d is the depth at which the
photoelectron originated in the solid and λ is the electron attenua-
tion length. This can be used to determine the thickness of a grown
overlayer by comparing the peak intensity before and after the depos-
tion of a substance onto the surface. Usually λ is known and can be
retrieved from tables [2828].

When atoms form chemical bonds between one another, the change
in the electronic structure will shift the binding energies of the core
electrons by a certain amount. This shift is detectable in XPS, al-
though some shifts are too small to be resolved by a common anode
X-ray source. In these cases, synchrotrons are needed because of the
highly monochromatic X-rays they generate. To analyse core-level
peaks that display chemical shifts, multiple components in the fitting
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function is often used. The number of components are not always
apparent, since they may be close together. However, one may expect
to see as many components as there are possible bonds. Often, a
chi-square test is conducted to test the goodness of fit between the
measured spectrum and the fitting function. If a good fit is achieved,
one may infer the stoichiometry of molecules present in samples and
track the formation of new species [2929].

It is often necessary to remove the background signal generated
by inelastically scattered photoelectrons when analysing core-level
peaks. If a core-level peak is close to a neighbouring peak, their
tails may overlap, complicating the peak fitting process. To subtract
the background signal from the measured spectrum, a model of the
physical processes that produce the background signal is used to
estimate its shape. The background is subsequently subtracted from
the spectrum. Common algorithms for background modelling are the
Shirley background [3030], and the Tougaard background [3131]. However,
there are several physical mechanisms contribute to the background
signal, so there is a great deal of information about the system to be
found in it.

2.2 Microscopy and diffraction
Spectroscopic analysis alone is not enough to fully characterise a
surface. Often, XPS measurements are complemented by diffraction
experiments and microscope imaging to gain information about the
structure of the studied surface. LEEM can image surfaces with resolu-
tions down to the nanometer scale. LEED gives detailed information
about the crystallinity and long-range order of the surface structure,
whilst PED images the diffraction patterns formed by photoelectrons.
The SMART instrument used in this project (discussed in Chapter 33)
has been shown to produce LEEM images with ~2.6 nm resolution
[3232].
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2.2.1 Low-energy electron diffraction
LEED is based on the wave nature of electrons, and uses electrons
to form a diffraction image of the sample surface. The de Broglie
relationship relates the kinetic energy of an electron to its wavelength,

λ =
h
P
, (2.4)

where h is Planck’s constant and P is the momentum. Electrons
with low energy have wavelengths that are similar to the typical in-
teratomic distances in a solid, which is a condition for diffraction
phenomena to occur. LEED is an extremely surface-sensitive tech-
nique due to the strong interaction of low-energy electrons with a
crystal and the short attenuation length of electrons compared to that
of X-rays. The technique gives direct information about the quality
and order of the surface structure, as well as the types of symmetries
and periodicities that are present.

In LEED, electrons with a certain kinetic energy (and therefore
wavelength) are accelerated towards the sample, and the electrons
scatter elastically off the surface atoms. Diffraction occurs because
of constructive interference between the scattered electrons, and this
happens when the Laue conditions are fulfilled [2626]. The Laue condi-
tions for the case of a two-dimensional lattice are

(k‖s −k
‖
i ) = ∆k‖ = g (2.5)

where k‖i and k‖s are the components of the incident electron wave
vector ki and the scattered wave vector ks that are parallel to the
surface, and g is a reciprocal lattice vector.

The diffracted electrons form a diffraction pattern that maps out
the reciprocal lattice structure of the surface. The diffraction pattern
is imaged either by using a fluorescent screen and taking pictures of
it with an ordinary camera, or by imaging the diffraction plane in
an electron microscope. If the LEED apparatus is set up in such a
way that the incident electron beam is normal to the sample surface
(k‖i = 0), then k‖s = g and the diffraction maxima can be directly related
to the reciprocal lattice vectors of the surface, which is often done to
simplify the analysis.
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Figure 2.3: LEED patterns at 42 eV. a) Diffraction pattern taken for a clean
SiC surface of high crystalline quality. The hexagonal surface structure is
evident. b) A SiC surface with several surface structures of different orders
and rotations relative to the substrate.

Figure 2.32.3a shows a LEED pattern taken from a clean SiC sample.
The sharp diffraction spots indicate that the surface structure is of
high crystalline quality, and the hexagonal structure of the reciprocal
lattice is evident. In Figure 2.32.3b, several new spots have appeared,
and are indicative of a surface with multiple domains. These domains
may be rotated or stretched relative to the bulk structure.

The energy filtering capabilities of the SMART instrument enables
imaging of diffraction patterns formed by photoelectrons emitted
from the sample. This is photoelectron diffraction. By imaging the
back focal plane which contains interference from all emission an-
gles, the angular distribution of photoelectrons originating from the
valence band of the sample can be imaged, if an appropriate photon
energy is used. This gives information about the electronic structure
of the sample near the surface, and can be used to "map" the valence
band structure.

2.2.2 Low-energy electronmicroscopy
In LEEM, the diffracted electrons are used to form a high-resolution
image of the sample surface. One diffraction spot is chosen for imag-
ing, and all the electrons contributing to the intensity of the spot
give rise to the contrast in the image [2020]. Typically, the specularly
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reflected beam (centre spot in LEED, see Figure 2.32.3) is used to form
the image. This mode is called bright-field (BF) imaging. The contrast
in BF mode is due to topographic features of the surface. If any of the
other LEED spots are chosen for imaging, it is called dark field (DF)
imaging. If a LEED pattern exhibits multiple crystal structures, one
may choose one of the diffraction spots to see where the atoms with
the corresponding structure are located on the surface.

Figure 2.4: LEEM image taken with 50 eV electron energy in bright field
mode. This sample has a non-uniform surface: multiple domains with
differing crystal structures are visible, where the bright areas have the most
well-ordered structures.

A LEEM image is shown of a surface in Figure 2.42.4. The contrast
differences in the islands is due to the different diffraction intensities
each island produces for the given electron energy. If the sample is
kept at a slightly higher voltage than the electron source such that
the electrons are reflected back without interfering with the sample
surface, then the microscope is said to work in mirror electron mi-
croscopy (MEM) mode. MEM provides images for which the contrast
is generated by topography and the work function. The reflected
electrons are very sensitive to the topography and local electric fields
because their low velocity close to the surface [3333].

By varying the voltage at which the sample surface is held, it
is possible to measure how the reflectivity of low-energy electrons
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depend on the energy with which they interact with the sample. When
the kinetic energy of the electrons exceed the work function of the
sample, they will begin to interact with the surface, lowering the
reflectivity. The reflectivity depends on the electronic structure of
the surface and any grown materials, and will exhibit resonance at
specific energies. Such resonances give information about the surface
such as the number of grown graphene layers, for instance [3434].
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3 Instrumentation
In the last chapter, the principles behind the techniques used in this
project were discussed. In this chapter the instrumentation required
to perform the experiments are briefly discussed: the vacuum cham-
ber, electron analysers, photon sources and means for growing FeSi
and graphene. Experiments were performed at the BESSY II syn-
chrotron in Berlin, Germany, and at the home lab in Trondheim.

3.1 Ultra-high vacuum
In experiments where the cleanliness of samples is important, the
environment in which the experiments are performed also has to
be clean. To prevent dust particles and smaller particles like stray
molecules or atoms to accumulate on the sample surface, the sample
can be placed in a vacuum chamber. The pressures required depend
on the type of experiment: in XPS and LEEM/LEED experiments
the pressure needs to be in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) region
which is at a pressure below ~10−9 mbar. There are several reasons
for this. Firstly, spectroscopic experiments are very sensitive, and
any impurities that are present on a sample surface can clutter the
measured spectra, or even attenuate signals that are important for
the experiment. LEEM is even more sensitive. With the ability to
resolve images at the nanometer scale, any dust or other impurity is
likely to overshadow the surface under study. More importantly, the
mean free path of photoelectrons and diffraction electrons must be
long enough to travel between the sample and the detector without
any significant loss of intensity. Secondly, the instrumentation of
the XPS and LEEM/LEED techniques require very high electrical
voltages, which can cause damaging sparks if the pressure in the
vacuum chamber is too high.

The vacuum system has a series of pumps that are continuously
running in order to maintain the low pressures. A roughing pump is
used to initially pump the system down to a pressure of about 10−3
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mbar, where the air molecules no longer flow viscously [2626]. At this
point, a turbomolecular pump takes over, which has the capacity to
reach the 10−11 mbar levels. The turbomolecular pump is used in
conjunction with an ion pump in which the gas is being ionised by a
high electric voltage. The ions are subsequently embedded in reactive
targets in order to stop them from re-entering the vacuum chamber.

3.2 Photon sources
As mentioned above, the experiments were performed in two different
facilities, one being the BESSY II synchrotron and the other the XPS
lab at NTNU. There is a big difference in the quality and intensities
of the photon beams generated in the two sources, and the operating
principles are radically different.

The X-ray source at the NTNU lab is a twin anode X-ray gun. To
generate the X-rays, a tungsten filament is heated such that thermionic
electrons are emitted. The filament acts as a cathode, and the emitted
electrons are accelerated using a high voltage towards a water-cooled
metal anode [2020]. The X-rays are generated when the thermionic
electrons emitted from the filament excite electrons in the metal
anode, which subsequently relax back to the ground state by releasing
energy in the form of photons. Aluminium or magnesium anodes are
commonly used, and it is possible to have multiple anodes installed
in an X-ray lamp to allow the experimenter to switch between X-ray
energies for convenience. Mg and Al anodes (used on our lab) have
characteristic Kα emission at 1253.6 eV and 1486.6 eV, respectively
[3535].

The BESSY II synchrotron is an electron storage ring which pro-
duce X-rays of high brilliance. Electrons are accelerated from an
electron gun by a linear accelerator into a dipole magnet synchrotron
which ramps up the energy of the electron packets. When the elec-
trons reach a certain energy, they are injected into the large storage
ring which is equipped with undulators. The undulators are made
up of a series of dipole magnets with alternating magnetic fields,
which cause the electron packets to oscillate. Any charged particle
that undergoes an acceleration at relativistic velocities will radiate
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energy tangentially. In the undulator, the electron deflection paths
are lined up such that the resulting radiation constructively interfere,
producing an intense photon beam of high brilliance [3636]. The UE49
undulator used in this project supplies photons in the energy range
of 20 to 2000 eV (soft X-rays) [3333]. The photon beam is sent through
beamline optics towards the endstation. The beamline is equipped
with a movable monochromator which allows the experimenter to
tune the photon beam to the desired energies, unlike the anode X-ray
gun in which the photon energy is fixed.

3.3 Electron analysers
To analyse the energies of photoelectrons that are emitted from sam-
ples, the electrons are collected by focusing lenses and sent through
what is simply called an analyser. Two different types of analysers are
used in this project: in the home lab at NTNU a "traditional" hemi-
spherical electron analyser is employed; and at BESSY an integrated
electron microscope with a so-called omega filter is used.

3.3.1 Hemispherical electron analyser
The hemispherical analyser consists of two concentric hemispheres
that are set at a voltage difference, see Figure 3.13.1. When photoelec-
trons are ejected from the studied sample surface, they are collected
and focused into the analyser by electrostatic lenses. When the elec-
trons enter the analyser, the electric field in the hemisphere due to
the voltage difference cause the electrons to disperse according to
their kinetic energy distribution. The electrons that exactly follow a
circular trajectory through the analyser have a kinetic energy that is
determined by the pass energy of the system. The electrostatic lens
system decelerate the electrons to the chosen pass energy, which is
determined by the potential difference of the hemispheres. When
acquiring a spectrum, the potential applied to the electrostatic lenses
are scanned, which effectively scans the energy range of the emitted
photoelectrons. After passing through the analyser, the electrons are
detected by a CCD detector.
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Figure 3.1: Hemispherical analyser. The sample is irradiated by X-rays,
causing electrons to be emitted from the sample. The photoelectrons are
focused into the hemisphere by an electrostatic lens system. A set voltage
difference between the two hemispheres with radii R1 and R2 energy-filters
the photoelectrons which are subsequently measured by the detector.

The resolution of the analyser is determined by the pass energy
and the angular half aperture α of the electron beam which is de-
termined by the lens system. The energy resolution ∆E is given by
[2020]

∆E = Ep

(
R1R2

2R0 +α2

)
(3.1)

where R0 is the mean radii of the hemispheres. In general, smaller
pass energies will result in a higher energy resolution as is evident
in Equation 3.13.1, but will also result in a lower electron transmission
and thus increase the time needed to acquire data with good statistics.
Thus, there is a trade-off between resolution and transmission. Often
widescans are acquired at higher pass energies to reduce acquisition
time since high resolution is less important. However, when recording
data from specific core-levels, higher resolution is needed and the pass
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energy is lowered. One would often do several sweeps for core-level
scans to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

3.3.2 The SMART instrument

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the SMART instrument [3333].

The SMART instrument (SpectroMicroscope for All Relevant Tech-
niques) is a spectromicroscope located at the UE49 soft X-ray beamline
at the BESSY synchrotron. It has several operation modes, including
XPS, LEEM, LEED and PED, discussed in Chapter 22.

A schematic overview of the SMART instrument can be seen in
Figure 3.23.2. The sample is placed on the far left in the Figure. The
monochromatic photon beam enters the instrument via an evacuated
beamline (connecting the synchrotron to the endstation where the
instrument is located) and is directed at the sample via a mirror. The
electrons emitted from the sample due to the X-rays are collected by
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the objective lens and enters the magnetic beam separator. The elec-
trons are directed towards a tetrode mirror by the magnetic dipoles in
the beam separator. The electrostatic mirror corrects for spherical and
chromatic aberrations caused by the objective lens. After being re-
flected by the mirror, the electrons go through the beam separator and
onwards through a series of electrostatic lenses (the transfer optics)
where they arrive at the electron energy analyser. The analyser (called
the "omega filter" due to its resemblance to the symbol Ω) filters the
electrons by energy, much like the hemispherical electron analyser,
and lets the energy-filtered electrons through to the CCD detector.

An electron gun is placed by the beam separator opposite the
tetrode mirror, which allows the microscope to operate in LEEM and
LEED modes as well as PEEM and XPS. Electrons emitted from the
electron gun are directed towards the sample by the beam separa-
tor, which is made possible by the four-fold symmetry of the beam
separator [3333]. Subsequently, the electrons interact with the sample
according to their energy.

3.4 E-beam evaporator
To coat samples with nanometer-thick films of metals, one needs to
evaporate the metal source and closely control the growth rate on the
sample. A common way of evaporating the metal sources is to use an
electron beam (e-beam) evaporator, which works by bombarding a
pure metal rod with energetic electrons. Electrons are emitted from a
hot filament and are accelerated towards the tip of the metal rod by
applying a high positive voltage on the rod. Metal is evaporated when
the electrons hit the rod. The evaporator chamber is water-cooled to
prevent outgassing and keep a very low working pressure.

The emission is controlled by adjusting the filament current (i.e.
the temperature of the filament). When precise control over the
deposited layer thickness is needed, metal is deposited at a low flux
(often on a different sample) to calibrate the growth rate. A metal
layer of a predetermined thickness can subsequently be deposited by
carefully choosing the duration of the deposition process.
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3.5 Sample cleaning
When growing thin films of any kind on a substrate, the sample clean-
liness is vital for the quality of the grown film. Moreover, if graphene
sheets of an appreciable size are to be produced, the substrate struc-
ture needs to be of high crystalline quality. This section outlines the
main methods for cleaning the sample surfaces and ensuring good
quality substrate structures.

Cleaning the surfaces by using chemicals and scrubbing them
with cloths only removes dirt and impurities visible to the naked eye.
A common method for minimising the amount of impurity adatoms
present on the sample surface is ion sputtering. Typically, argon ions
are accelerated towards the sample surface, which leaves the surface
in a damaged, but cleaner state. The damaged state of the surface has
to be repaired by heating, or annealing, the sample. By heating the
sample to a high temperature, atoms in the crystal will be able to move
around and cause the surface to reconstruct, leaving it in a ordered
state. However, the annealing process may also cause impurity atoms
within the bulk to migrate to the surface. Thus, it is often required
to do several cycles of ion sputtering and annealing to obtain a clean
and well-ordered surface suitable for thin-film growth.
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4 Results andDiscussion
Results from the experiments are presented in this chapter and are
discussed consecutively. XPS experiments have been carried out in
the home XPS lab at NTNU and LEED, LEEM and PED experiments
were carried out at BESSY.

4.1 The clean SiC sample
To grow high quality graphene, a clean substrate of high crystalline
quality is required. Thorough preparations and investigations were
conducted on the bare 6H-SiC(0001) sample in order to ensure a
good template for the Fe growth and subsequent graphene formation.
The samples were subjected to ultrasonic washing for 10 minutes
in ethanol in all experimental cases, then quickly blow-dried with
dry nitrogen gas. The samples were subsequently put in the vacuum
chamber and degassed at ~325° C until the pressure in the vacuum
chamber recovered to ~1x10-9 mbar. The samples were then heated
to ~800° C to reconstruct the surface before performing any analysis.

The results from the initial bare-surface SiC measurements are
shown in Figure 4.14.1. The widescan in 4.14.1a) shows the sharp C 1s and
Si 2s/2p core-level peaks in addition to a small amount of oxygen as
seen from the O 1s and O KLL Auger peaks. Figure 4.14.1b) shows a
high-resolution Si 2p spectrum taken at Ep = 20 eV. The Si 2p peak
has been curve-fitted using two Voigt line-shapes to achieve a good fit,
where I is located at 102.8 eV and II lies at a higher binding energy of
104.6 eV.

A LEED image of the sample surface taken at an electron energy
of 45 eV is seen in Figure 4.24.2. The LEED image displays a sharp (1x1)
hexagon pattern, indicating a highly crystalline surface.

Discussion of the clean surface results
The data in Figures 4.14.1 and 4.24.2 give clear indications of the cleanliness
and structure of the surface. The diffraction pattern in Figure 4.24.2 is
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Figure 4.1: XPS spectra taken from a clean SiC surface using a Mg anode
following preparatory annealing. a) Widescan. b) High-resolution spectrum
from the Si 2p core-level, fitted with Voigt components for bulk SiC (I) and
silicon oxide (II).

Figure 4.2: LEED image taken at a kinetic energy of 45 eV from the clean
SiC surface following annealing.

consistent with the 6H-SiC(0001) structure seen in other studies [3737].
The thorough degassing and subsequent high-temperature flashing
seems to have cleared the sample of any atmospheric contaminants
except for a small amount of oxygen. Component I in Figure 4.14.1b) is
attributed to the SiC bulk [3838], although a shift of ~1.2 eV towards
higher binding energy can be seen. The second component located at
a binding energy of 104.6 eV (component II) is due to an oxide film
which has formed on the surface due to oxygen atoms bonding with
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the silicon [3939]. This component is also shifted by the same amount as
I. Similar shifts were observed in C 1s core-level spectra (not shown),
and are therefore assumed to be due to the sample charging as the
photoelectrons leave the sample, as the charge neutralisation of the
SiC bulk is limited [4040]. The e-beam evaporator filament was turned
on to flood the chamber with electrons in an attempt to replenish the
sample, however with limited effect.

4.2 Deposition of iron
After the cleanliness and crystallinity of the SiC was verified, a thin
Fe layer was deposited on the surface. Fe was deposited at 10 nA
emission for a total of 50 min in room temperature. XPS, LEED and
LEEM measurements were done to characterise the grown layer.

Figure 4.3: XPS measurements following Fe deposition. a) Widescan. b)
High-resolution scan of the Si 2p core-level. The intensity of the Si 2p peak
after Fe deposition (red) is compared with the intensity from a clean SiC
sample (yellow). Voigt components from SiC (I) and SiO2 (II) are included.
The energy axis has been normalised to compensate for charging effects.

A widescan following the deposition of the Fe layer can be seen
in Figure 4.34.3a). The spectrum is dominated by the Fe 2p and Fe
LMM whilst the C and Si signals are attenuated by the Fe overlayer.
The oxygen that was present before the Fe deposition is camouflaged
by the Fe signal. A comparison between the Si 2p core-level before
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(yellow peak) and after (purple peak) Fe deposition is shown in Figure
4.34.3b). The same components are used in the curve fitting. With the
areas of the Si 2p peaks known, the thickness of the deposited Fe layer
was determined to be ~1.5 nm using equation 2.32.3. A value for the
electron attenuation length (EAL) λ was extracted from the NIST EAL
database [4141].

Figure 4.4: a) LEED image (45 eV) taken after Fe deposition. b) LEEM image
with same electron energy taken of the surface following Fe deposition.

Figure 4.44.4 shows LEED and LEEM images (both 45 eV) of the
surface following Fe deposition. The diffraction pattern produced by
the surface is now more diffuse, indicating that the Fe layer is less
ordered than the clean surface, although clear periodicities in the
crystal structure must be present for diffraction to occur. The (1x1)
hexagonal structure is still visible, but with additional spots further
away from the centre spot. An extra 30° rotation can also be seen.
The LEEM image in Figure 4.44.4b) indicates that the Fe layer is quite
uniform, although straight lines are visible across the surface.

Discussion of iron deposition results
The growth of iron on the 6H-SiC(0001) surface has been investigated.
The results from Figure 4.34.3 have shown that the thickness of the
grown iron layer is ~1.5 nm, and the LEEM image shown in Figure
4.44.4b) show that the iron is uniformly distributed on the surface. Iron
has been shown to grow layer by layer in similar conditions [2020]. The
lines that are visible in the LEEM could be arising due to terraces
formed on the surface. The LEED pattern has some rotational domain
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variations, although the overall structure of the iron surface is similar
to that of 6H-SiC(0001). We therefore conclude that the iron layer
is moderately well-ordered because good structural quality of the
underlying SiC substrate.

4.3 FeSi formation
The iron layer lowers the activation energy for graphene formation
on SiC. Carbon atoms travel through the iron layer to the surface to
form graphene during annealing, whilst the remaining silicon atoms
bond with the iron to form FeSi of different phases. To initiate the
graphitisation process (and thus the FeSi formation), the samples with
the grown iron layers were annealed at regular temperature intervals.
The samples were cooled down between each annealing step for XPS
measurements, and the results are presented below.

Figure 4.5: XPS and LEED data taken during the annealing process. a)
The evolution of the Si 2p core-level with annealing. The shifts in binding
energy occur when the sample becomes positively charged with the loss of
photoelectrons. b) and c) LEED patterns (45 eV) after reaching 450° and
550° C, respectively.

Figure 4.54.5 shows the results from the annealing process. In a), the
evolution of the Si 2p core-levels are shown, displaying shifts towards
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higher binding energies as the sample heats up. At 30° C the peak
centre is located at 101.2 eV. It shifts to 100.9 eV at around 225° C,
104.7 eV at 420° C and finally 103.4 eV when reaching 580° C. In
Figure 4.54.5b) and c), the LEED pattern is shown for temperatures of
450° and 550° C, respectively. The diffraction patterns indicate that
the iron surface has reconstructed to match the structure of SiC. Since
the structural quality of the grown graphene layer strongly depends
on the crystallinity of the substrate, the good structural quality of the
iron layer should provide excellent conditions for the formation of
high quality graphene.

Figure 4.6: Results from annealing steps done on SiC with a Fe overlayer. a)
Evolution of Si 2p core-levels with temperature, revealing a new peak shoul-
der after 480° C. b) High-resolution scan of the Si 2p core-level, showing a
new component (III) formed after annealing. I and II are Si 2p components
from SiC and SiO2 environments, respectively. The energy scaling has been
normalised to compensate for charging. c) Si 2p core-level spectra taken for
a clean SiC surface (black dashed line), SiC + Fe (coloured dashed lines) and
annealed SiC + Fe (coloured solid lines) for Fe thicknesses of 0.4 nm (red), 1
nm (blue) and 3 nm (green). Lower binding energies correspond to silicide
formation. Adapted from [1515], for reference.

In Figure 4.64.6a), the Si 2p core-level peaks are aligned to highlight
a shoulder emerging after the sample was annealed to ~480° C. A
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high-resolution spectrum of the Si 2p peak at 580° C is shown in
Figure 4.64.6b), where the peak has been fitted with three Voigt com-
ponents. Component I and II are the same as before (SiC and SiO2,
respectively), and III is the shoulder emerging in a) and is attributed
to FeSi formation. Component III has 1.2 eV lower binding energy
than I, and accounts for about 25% of the total peak intensity. A
reference figure showing the Si 2p peak in SiC during annealing with
and without an iron layer is shown in Figure 4.64.6c), included for com-
parison [1515]. Solid lines are annealed SiC + Fe, and display the same
general shapes as the data presented in a) and b).

Figure 4.7: Fe 2p3/2 spectra, normalised to the peak heights. The energy
scales are also normalised with respect to the Fe 2p3/2 centre. a) Evolution
of the asymmetry factor in Fe 2p3/2 spectra with annealing. b) Asymmetry
of the Fe 2p3/2 peak for Fe and different FeSi phases. Adapted from [4242] for
reference.

A normalised high-resolution scan of the Fe 2p3/2 core-level is
shown in Figure 4.74.7a), showing how the shape changes with increas-
ing temperature. The peak is seen to become narrower and more
symmetric as the sample is annealed. A reference figure is included
in Figure 4.74.7b) where the asymmetry of the Fe 2p3/2 core-level peak
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is shown for pure Fe and different phases of FeSi [4242]. This is a good
indicator that the iron layer becomes less metallic when it starts to
bond with silicon from the substrate.

Figure 4.8: Constant energy slices showing the conical π bands of graphene,
starting from the top of the valence band (top, 0 eV) going down to 1.8 eV
binding energy (bottom).

In Figure 4.84.8, stacked constant energy slices of the valence band
is shown, revealing formation of graphene on the surface. The conical
bands of graphene’s π states are visible at increasing binding energy
(see also Figure 1.11.1). Thus, graphene has already formed on the
surface before reaching the previous reported temperature of 600° C
[1515].
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Discussion of FeSi formation results
The annealing process of SiC + Fe has been monitored using XPS,
LEED and LEEM, and has allowed us to track the formation of a FeSi
interlayer during graphene growth.

As seen in Figure 4.64.6a), the annealing produces a distinct shoulder
in the Si 2p core-level spectra, which signifies the onset of graphitisa-
tion and hence FeSi formation. The binding energy of photoelectrons
from Fe-bonded silicon are known from other experiments [1515, 4343],
and match the binding energy of component III in Figure 4.64.6b). A
very weak signal from component III first becomes visible after an-
nealing the sample to 390° C, suggesting that the FeSi starts forming
around these temperatures. However, the asymmetry factor of the
Fe 2p3/2 core-level spectra in Figure 4.74.7 seems to become smaller
already at 360° C. This suggests that the iron atoms gradually starts
breaking up Si-C bonds in the substrate to form Fe-Si bonds before a
quantifiable XPS signal from the Si 2p core-level can be seen in the
spectrum.

Figure 4.74.7 shows that the asymmetry factor in the Fe 2p3/2 de-
creases as the annealing temperature increases. The asymmetry factor
of the Fe 2p3/2 spectra depends on the FeSi phase, as can be seen
in Figure 4.74.7b) [4242]. Previous studies performed on Fe-mediated
graphene growth on SiC in similar conditions have found that the
dominant phase is in fact FeSi, although with the possibility of small
amounts of FeSi2 occurring [1515]. Therefore, the Fe 2p3/2 core-level is
approaching that of the FeSi spectrum in Figure 4.74.7b). The peak tails
in the two Fe 2p3/2 spectra are slightly different, because different
anodes were used in the respective X-ray sources.

The LEED pattern in Figure 4.54.5b) was taken after the sample
had annealed to 450° C. The iron surface has reconstructed to match
the hexagonal structure of the 6H-SiC(0001) surface, although weak
diffraction spots can still be seen near the outer edges of the diffrac-
tion pattern. Thus, the crystal structure is of good quality before
graphitisation occurs, with a few 30° rotations. After annealing the
sample to 550° (Figure 4.54.5b)), all other diffraction spots have disap-
peared, leaving only the (1x1) structure of SiC. When the SiC + Fe
system is annealed, carbon atoms migrate through the iron layer as
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the Fe atoms bond with Si, forming graphene on the resulting FeSi sur-
face. Since the iron layer is seen here to reconstruct into epitaxial Fe
before graphitisation occurs, it means that the formed FeSi interlayer
is structured in register with the substrate, which greatly improves
the quality of the grown graphene film.

The asymmetry factor arising in XPS core-level spectra taken
from metallic samples is due to the high DOS at the valence band,
as discussed in Chapter 22. As seen in Figure 4.74.7a), the asymmetry
in the Fe 2p3/2 becomes smaller with increasing temperature, thus
reducing the DOS at the Fermi level in the iron layer, which in turn
affect the conductivity of the material. In Figure 4.54.5a), the charging
effect in the sample becomes more pronounced after reaching 420°
C. Moreover, the asymmetry in the measured Fe 2p3/2 spectra has
already started to become smaller at this temperature. This means
that there is an insulating layer forming in the sample before the main
FeSi phase becomes visible in the Si 2p spectra. One can already see
that the binding energy begin to shift towards higher energies at 390°
C, although the addition of a FeSi component did not improve the
curve fit at this temperature. Thus, the insulating layer is forming
at the SiC-Fe interface, whence the photoelectrons from the FeSi
component would be attenuated by the iron overlayer and otherwise
dominated by the bulk SiC component. Since the FeSi interlayer is
seen to be electrically insulating, it would simplify the fabrication of
the proposed radiation sensor by providing the required insulating
layer "for free" when growing the graphene film.

When the sample is annealed to ~530° C, the Si 2p core-level
seems to shift back towards lower binding energy, indicating that the
sample again becomes more conductive. The constant energy slices
in Figure 4.84.8 display a graphene-like band structure, which is a clear
sign that few-layer graphene sheets has formed on the surface. The
graphene conducts electrons back into the sample, thereby neutralis-
ing the charging. The low graphitisation temperature observed here is
rather surprising, as previous studies have seen that the graphitisation
process begins closer to 600° C using this method, and untreated SiC
surfaces will only start to decompose into graphene at around 1300°
C. Since controlled graphene formation at such high temperatures
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is not viable for commercial fabrication, the reduction in activation
temperature due to the iron layer could enable large-scale production
of graphene-based devices in the industry.
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5 Conclusion
In this project, the FeSi interlayer formed when growing graphene
by annealing Fe-treated 6H-SiC(0001) substrates has been studied.
The purpose of this work was to characterise the SiC-FeSi-Cgraphene
system in order to determine its feasibility as a device for radiation
detection. The main goal was to determine the annealing temperature
at which the FeSi interlayer formation begins, and whether it provides
good enough electrical insulation between the SiC substrate (the ra-
diation absorber) and the graphene (the sensor). Experiments were
carried out using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, low-energy elec-
tron diffraction and microscopy as well as photoemission diffraction.

The onset of graphitisation and FeSi formation was found to occur
at a temperature of ~390° C, although a clear XPS signal from FeSi
components appeared only after the sample was annealed to 420° C.
This is a rather large reduction of the graphitisation temperature com-
pared to the bare SiC surface. Furthermore, the iron layer displayed
a high crystalline quality after the sample was annealed to 450° C,
such that the resulting graphene formed on top of the FeSi also was of
pristine quality. This could make production of high quality graphene
more accessible to commercial fabrication. Moreover, the sample be-
came positively charged with the loss of photoelectrons after the FeSi
formation had begun, and the asymmetry factor (characteristic of a
metallic material) became smaller as iron atoms bonded with silicon
to form FeSi, indicating that the FeSi interlayer is indeed insulating.
This result means that the radiation sensor grows itself: by simply
heating up the SiC + Fe system, a high quality graphene film is formed
on top of a well-ordered insulating interlayer, as described in Chapter
11.

Future studies may further characterise the SiC-FeSi-Cgraphene sys-
tem by studying the dependence on the annealing speed and duration,
in addition to accurately quantifying the asymmetry factor of Fe 2p3/2
core-level in order to determine the quantity of other FeSi phases
produced. The difference between the graphitisation temperatures for
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Fe-treated and untreated SiC surfaces enables grown graphene films
to be patterned by masking or lithography. This could open up the
possibility for making pixelated graphene sensors which adds spatial
resolution to the detector system.
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